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TRAFFIC AND SAFETY ADVISORY BOARD
Minutes
June 20,2017
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The June meeting of the TSAB was held at 7:00 PM on Tuesday, June 20, 2A17 in the training
room of the municipal building (room 104). Meeting was called to order at 7:06 PM
Present were

William Polfus, Jane Shelton, Jana Humphrey, Marty Adler-Jansy, Roger Flynn, Andrew
Howe, Melissa McMahan
Absent were:

Hannah Oran
llona Kazocha
Halfen Hoyt

1. Minutes

2.

from the May 1 6, 2017 meeting were approved unanimously

lssues or concerns
lndian Place and lndependence have been repaved and the neighborhood is happy.
Some areas have had a delay since there were unforeseen circumstances such as
water main breaks, but it is the intention to replace the utilities under before repaving
Streets are selected from several different pieces of information to verify the
prioritization.
There is still an issue with overgrown trees on sidewalks near fire depadment and
Enterprise Rental. Trees are growing quickly and expanding and keeps pushing walkers
further out due to hanging over sidewalk. Roger is going to share that information with
the appropriate area.
At the intersection of Hillside and Highland there is a large bush that is making it difficult
to navigate that intersection around.

The intersection of Wisconsin and the Turnpike can be difficult to navigate; turning onto
the turnpike and driving on the turnpike and not understanding a residential road is
there. Jane shared that on Oak Ridge highway, as you're coming towards Oak Ridge
they have put up a flashing light with a street name on it. Discussed if this might be
something to consider for Wisconsin to alert to a residential entrance.

3.

City Blueprint
The Woodland area just had their session; the next area is Emory Valley and Country
Club on July 13th and 27tn. The next groups should be West Outer from about Louisiana
out and then the other group will be the areas near the lake - Rivers Run, Centennial
Bluff, Park Meade. Scarboro may be a bit later on the list since they went through all of
the preschool move meetings.
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7frhé focus of Woodland seemed to be
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. School traffic issues
. Slowing down traffic for pedestrians and pets
. Traffic signal suggestions
. Street repairs
. Sidewalk repairs and upkeep
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ÏSAB discussed that they are more than willing to attend any of the public sessions; just

need the schedule so we can arrange to have some board members ín attendance. Jane
is going to mention that in the upcoming community sessions.

Roger mentioned again that the striping will take place once the paving is completed.

4.

Additional business
No additional business

5.

Request for new business items or future briefings
Roger will find out who manages the city bus.

TSAB asked for additional information on the proposed roundabout. TDOT is going to
fund the majority of the actual construction. They do have conceptual drawingé allihe
way down to traffic markings, size, turning radius, etc. which we would like to be able to
review-

6.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 pM.

Melissa McMahan
TSAB Secretary
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